
La note
Student Project Intuit.lab
Calvisson ◊ France
designers Mathilde Laffon,
Marine Giraud, Julie Ferrieux
www.mathildelaffon.com
behance.net/marinegiraud
behance.net/JulieFerrieux
        

Paper Tigre is a young stationery brand whose first collection of books and objects 
released in 2011.
It was founded by five thirty that combine their creative universe to make again 
the writings valuable. It uses only recycled paper made in France. Today Papier 
Tigre develops and launches into a range of cosmetics for women. She called the 
Note, which refers to the note of a fragrance and note that you can register, 
referring to his many books. The packaging is inspired by his paper world that is 
influenced by origami.
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Razatuša is a family-produced olive oil. The oil is of superior quality and because 
of limited production, only a part of it is available for general sale. The label for 
Razatuša is printed on raw cotton fabric and stitched through. That way we avoided 
the imprecise hand labelling or using an automatic labelling machine, and we 
emphasized the charm of family, hand-made production.
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Razatuša
Studio Šesni & Turkovi
Zagreb ◊ Croatia
designers
Marko Šesni, Goran Turkovi
illustrator Tomislav Tomi
www.sesnicturkovic.com               
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L’ingredient es un pequeño comercio de Manresa donde se venden más de 500 
referencias de productos a granel. Lejos de caer en tópicos, queríamos que la
marca y la tienda fueran espacios donde todos los públicos se encontraran
cómodos comprando.
La capacidad de generar identidad a través de las mismas aplicaciones como único 
recurso de una tipografía.
Una tipografía stencil, rounded y monospace muy característica, logra que la
comunicación y el espacio se conviertan en identidad.
Se ha reproducido la tipografía en madera, pintura o tinta, sobre bolsas de papel, 
sacos, paredes y papeles de colores.

L’Ingredient
Studio Can Cun
Barcelona ◊ Spain
designers
Albert grèbol, Núria Vilal
photo Padilla&Rigau
www.fromcancun.com               
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In 2014, Sao Paulo faced its worst water crisis. The Cantareira system, responsible 
for 45% of Sao Paulo water supply, reached its worst levels in history.
The task was to redesign a solution that optimizes the use of water and avoids its 
waste.
People throw away tons of trash every day, and the best way to avoid all this 
waste is recycling.
But recycling is not as easy as it seems, specially milk packaging. They are made 
by 6 layers of different materials, and to recycle it it’s necessary different processes 
just to separate the materials - and all this process involves water waste.
Re-Pack Milk is a solution to avoid all these waste to separate materials, thus 
making recycling easier and faster.
It’s made by cardboard for sustenance and flexible cornstarch bioplastic, and 
they are already separated - all you have to do is to open the cardboard and fit 
the plastic package into it. During discard, the user can separate the materials by 
himself. The flexible bioplastic uses 70% less plastic than conventional rigid plastic 
packages.
It comes with 4 flexible plastic packages and 1 cardboard package, saving paper 
production. Nowadays, people live in smaller apartments, with less space for storage, 
so they go more often to the market. In this way, the package is thought for rapid 
consumption, with 700 ml of milk each package.
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Re-Pack Milk
Student Project
University of Sao Paulo
São Paulo ◊ Brazil
designers Danilo Saito,
Maira Kondo, Willian Mizutani,
Lau Bellesa, Mariana
Mascarenhas
www.danilosaito.com               
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Yousli
Agency Brands to life
Melbourne ◊ Australia
art director & designer
Paul Findlay 
www.brandstolife.com.au               

Yousli is a feel-good Australian whole food muesli brand. The packaging design was 
inspired from their brand platform of ‘We make your mornings feel good’.
From that point on the iconic smiley pack was born. The muesli is made by hand so 
it was important to have the packaging made from 100% recyclable cardboard in a 
reusable tube. The packaging has also been designed to act as a mascot for social 
media purposes.
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Agrocal
Studio Sonda
Vizinada ◊ Croatia
creative directors
Jelena Fiskus, Sean Poropat
art director Martina Sirotic
designer Andrej Glavicici
illustrator Eugen Slavik
www.sonda.hr               

Agrocal powder is a natural and eco friendly source of Ca and Mg that increases 
soil fertility. It is produced by Lafarge Holcim, a company focused mainly on the 
B2B business, now wanting to increase its visibility and reach the end users as 
well. Agrocal was primarily used for crops, packed in bags of 1.2 t and 25 kg, but 
in order to reach urban gardeners it is now designed as a small packaging of 4 kg.
The solution aims to pack the product in ecological, easily degradable paper that 
uses only one color in print. It is set in a wooden box that is not supposed to be 
disposed off, but repurposed and reused by gardeners. Different motivational 
sayings are carved on the box in order to encourage gardeners to a kind of 
collecting. The principle of functionality within the retail space was the key point: 
the packaging is designed so that the boxes can be stacked one upon another, 
becoming an independent entity without having to struggle for a place on the 
shelves in the usually crowded agriculture supply stores. Another very important 
functional element for the customer is the possibility to have an easy transport by 
means of a handle on the box.
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SANd
Studio Alien & Monkey
Barcelona ◊ Spain
designers
Daishu Ma & Marc Nicolau
www.alienandmonkey.com               

Sand Packaging design uses one of earth’s most abundant natural resources, 
sand, to create ephemeral and sustainable packaging for precious gifts. Our design 
enhances the moment and ritual of discovering a gift.
The gift is sealed inside this sand packaging and, only, by breaking it open its 
hidden content can be revealed. Destroying the packaging during its opening 
provides a unique sensory experience and creates a long-lasting memory for the 
person who discovers the gift. Once our sand packaging has fulfilled its purpose,
it can be broken down and disposed directly back to the environment.
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Oust! packs insect attractants and repellents made from natural products.
For the pot variation, the container acts as a trap when the attractants are poured 
in. Once its original use is over, the pot can then be reused in the garden.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Oust!
Student Project
UQÀM
Montréal ◊ Canada
designer Guillaume Vaillancourt
www.behance.net/guivai               
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saucisson
de campagne
Studio Julien Suzanne
Aix en provence ◊ France
designer Julien Suzanne
www.behance.net/SZEjulien               

This packaging is made with straw. It contains one saucisson.
I had this idea when I was looking for saucisson in a large food supermarket.
I realised they were all wrapped with plastic or other polluting materials. It is so 
unappropriate! Saucisson is a natural food product that must be packed into a 
natural product. This is my point!
Because good quality saucisson are produced by farmers I immediately had the 
idea of using straw. Straw is a natural cheap product quit easy to deal with.
It is disposable and has almost no ecological foodprint.
I have added a carton made handle in order to take it easily. Very convenient for a 
picnic with friends!
The product must be improved in order to be reusable several times when keeping 
its ecological nature intact.
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Fish and Rice
Studio Rong Design
Shanghai ◊ China
designer Li Sun
www.rong-design.com               

Fengfan Farm Products is a young brand, roots from Jintan, a traditional village 
possesses beautiful natural scenery and abundant agriculture resources, locates in 
south China. In that area, people had their farming life for hundreds years.
They respect land as their mother, feeding and raising generations. Fengfan aims 
on supplying organic local farm products, and celebrating / promoting traditional 
farming cultures from the village to the city.
Culture, reuse and portability are keywords for this 10kg rice packaging design.
In mandarin, “fish (yu)” is a homonym with “abundance(yu)”. Traditionally, farmers 
say “fish every year” as a blessing to each other especially during Spring Festival 
for wishing have an abundant season new year. Now this saying becomes an
auspicious words for everyone.
The one-piece bag design is not only simply emphasize the shape of the double-fish 
character, but also its two sides bag weight balanced the handle functionally, which 
meets the need for carrying flexible and comfortable.
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Label created for an NGO dedicated to saving abandoned centenary olive 
trees and making them produce organic oil again. Those bottles are given 
annually as a gift to the people who support the organization.
The label consists of a handmade illustration that recreates the texture of 
the olive tree trunk.
They are created in a handmade screen printing process with water-based 
puff inks. The emulsification and the inks are both ecological. The labels 
are printed using an embossing technique so when you hold the bottle it 
makes you feel like touching a tree trunk, like the ones you have helped to 
save with your contribution.
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apadrina un olivo
Studio Carla Cascales
Barcelona ◊ Spain
design & illustrator Carla Cascales
art direction Nil Castellví
www.carlacascales.com               
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Nepenthes
Studio Merged Vertices
Leipzig ◊ Germany
designer Marilu Valente
www.merged-vertices.com               

As of now the cap, body and label of personal care (shampoo, showergel...)
packaging is made with different types of plastic materials.
What if only one type of plastics was used for the entire bottle? With this
question in mind, Marilu Valente designed a bottle which could be fully recyclable 
without the need of separating different parts.
The squeezable walls of the bottle unite into one long flexible element which is 
inserted inside the lateral hole of the container. This creative approach at the fore 
front of sustainable packaging, makes it not only aesthetically pleasing, but it also 
makes the manufacturing process more efficient. In fact the production process 
requires only one manufacturing technique without the need to source different 
types of plastics.
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infinity
Studio Mary Vinogradova
Kharkiv ◊ Ukraine
designer Mary Vinogradova
www.behance.net/marivin               

Infinity is a concept of jewelry packaging of the future.
Material: veneer, namely the  trimming veneer (mixed breed). The form represented 
by three movable parts and  due to repeatability of wood stripes, the form in 
turn associated with the eternity of  time, because everything goes in circles and 
returns to the starting point. Top cover  packing, moving vertically opening and 
closing the inner content of the package.  Inside is a ring which is also on a mobile 
base. The packaging was entirely made by  hand. The creation process consisted 
of many complex preparatory stages. The  packaging is unique in its shape and 
form. Besides, it is sufficiently pleasant to the  touch and creates an atmosphere 
of cosines and intimacy in the moment of giving  jewelry.
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Domilovo
Agency Getbrand
Moscow ◊ Russia
designer Kseniya Eliseeva
illustration Pavel Pavlov
art-direction Andrey Gornov
www.getbrand.ru               

Domilovo translated from Russian is sweet home. Design concept was inspired by 
a henroost. It is actually a nest made of rough pressed cardboard — new shape 
which stirs pleasant emotions and enriches brand communication - a pure fresh 
farm product.
The box contains 7 eggs. All eggs are hand picked and hand packed. The cover is 
closed densely not allowing eggs to move in a box and protecting them from
damage. The box is made of the dense pressed cardboard — eco-friendly processed 
material. Design works for perception of texture, structure and shape all make an 
outstanding emotional impression. Domilovo was designed to bring in a piece of 
farm life to your everyday life.
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Fi Clothing
Studio Fanni Demecs
Budapest ◊ Hungary
designer Fanni Demecs
www.behance.net/fannidemecs

T-shirt and sock packaging is taken to the next level with a colourful wooden
substrate. The “Fi” logo is laser cut on plywood and highlighted with an array of 
neon colours. The overall design caters to a more youthful audience in their teens 
to early 20s. The task was to pack 2 things together. First I made a packaging for 
2 t-shirts. I choose a ligature to use, as a symbol of together / apart.
Later I expand the project to 3 packaging brand. Simple t-shirt & socks packaging 
with simple typography and neon colours.
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The task was to sell a product form a developing country in Norway.
I chose ‘Sole Rebels’ from Ethiopia. They produce shoes from organic and recycled 
materials from their community, and the money goes back to the community to 
give them a better future. The shoebox has a homemade african pattern.
All materials are from their own community and 100% ECO friendly.
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African Colors
Studio Caroline Slåttland
Oslo ◊ Norway
designer
Caroline Slåttland Solheim
photographer
Helene Nøkland Lund
www.caroline-solheim.com               
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Good Moment
Agency MIO MIO Team
Taipei ◊ Taiwan
designers Chang Yen, Zoey 
Chou, Hanji Huang, Sirius Hsieh, 
Elly Shih.
special thanks for Shin Wang
www.behance.net/gallery/
35632981/Good-Moment               

24 hours a cycle, the same applies to organs functioning. Human bodies and 
organs both require plenty of rest within this cycle. However, many people have 
trouble managing their time causing them to be unable to rest accordingly.
As a result, heavy burdens are inflicted on their organs. Specific Traditional 
Chinese Herbal Medicines have been created to heal particular organs in order to 
nurse the entire body to a good level of health. Thus by having 12 types of herbal 
medicine teas to heal the organs corresponding with organ operating time within 
the 12 divisions of the day (According to Traditional Chinese Medicine, it divides 
24 hours into 12 divisions where each division has two hours), consumers would be 
nourished and achieve maximum health.
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Good Moment
Agency MIO MIO Team
Taipei ◊ Taiwan
designers Chang Yen, Zoey Chou, 
Hanji Huang, Sirius Hsieh, Elly Shih.
special thanks for Shin Wang
www.behance.net/gallery/35632981/
Good-Moment               
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La Boqueria
Student Project
Barcelona ◊ Spain
designers Paula Sánchez,
Laia Truque, Miriam Vilaplana
cargocollective.com/hellolaia
behance.net/paulasanchezcarpio
behance.net/miriamvilaplana

The aim of this project was to improve the current package used in the Boqueria 
market to serve fresh sliced fruit: a plastic glass. The main problem found was 
the material used in this kind of packages because of its short life cycle. Also, the 
plastic glass had not a “personal” graphic for each market stand.
As the package itself is a disposable product and the main consumers are tourists 
and wanderers who visit the most important market of Barcelona, this package 
produces a huge amount of trash. That is why the objective was to make the 
package more eco-friendly.
The inspiration was given by origami. The result: a package made of refined paper 
quite easy to fold and assemble which uses a wooden stick as a closing element as 
well as a fork, with the possibility of being customized by each seller.
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Conduru
Studio Zoo
Vic-Barcelona ◊ Spain
designers
Xevi Castells, Gerard Calm
www.zoo.ad               

Conduru is an exclusive chocolate that comes from a small cocoa plantation in Brazil. 
With this cocoa, 100 chocolate cylinders of 1 kg have been produced in order to 
get a limited series of 100 packs. The first of them, and always the most special, 
was delivered to Pierre Hermé, named the world’s best pastry chef at the 2016 
World’s 50 Best Restaurants ceremony in New York.
The concept and design of the pack come from the idea of taking advantage of 
the main material that farmers use to store the cocoa, the wood. So, we searched 
different kinds of wood, with different thicknesses, some natural woods, and some 
other with natural dying. The chromatic composition and the different thicknesses 
provide rhythm, spontaneity and a recall of respect towards the environment.
The combination of colours and thicknesses of the wood make all the packs 
different. The cylindric form gives it a lot of personality and a touch of exclusivity. 
Also in the design of the brand Conduru, the use of different kinds of font with the 
unbalanced kernnings reinforce the idea of improvisation and the fact that it is a 
genuine pack. The cylinder of chocolate comes protected by golden metal paper, a 
color that combines perfectly with the different tones of wood of the outside.
The pack gets closed by magnets.
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